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In this paper we discuss the diffeomorphism classification of finite group actions on disks. We 
answer the question when an action on a space M can be extended to an action on a disk such 
that the action is free away from M. Let the singular set consist of the points with nontrivial 
isotropy group. We show (under some dimension assumptions) that disks with diffeomorphic 
neighborhoods of the singular set can be imbedded into each other. As a consequence we find 
a classification of group actions on disks in terms of the neighborhood of the singular set and 
an element in the Whitehead group of G. 
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1. Introduction and history 
In this note we want to discuss finite group actions of disks. The group is always 
denoted by G. We concentrate on two problems. 
Ql: Suppose M is a G space. When can we extend the action on M to an action 
on a disk? 
Q2: How can we classify G actions on disks up to diffeomorphism? 
An answer to Question 1 is given in Theorem 1. The theorem is set up such that 
it is helpful in answering Question 2 within a dimension range, called the Gap 
hypothesis. 
Both problems have a longer history. We give only sample references here. A 
complete answer to Ql has been given by Oliver in the G CW category [9]. For 
the differentiable category (and the G PL category) there are answers in [7] for 
G = Z,, and for a general finite group results are stated in [l, 0 VI]. For Q2 we 
find answers in [7] for G = Z,, and for any finite G for semilinear actions in [15]. 
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In 1979 independent progress was reported by Assadi [2, announced in l] and 
Dovermann and Rothenberg [.5]. There was considerable overlap. The solution 
discussed here extends both results and it was proposed in Spring 1980. The 
approach here is strongly influenced by Assadi’s viewpoint, but the methods for 
solving them are taken from [18]. We apply a mild extension of [18], a special case 
of surgery theory as in [4]. The idea of completed bundle data comes from [ll]. 
Assadi’s results (in part with W. Browder) suggest the general answer to both 
questions considered here, except the bundle theoretic part, but the methods used 
here confirm these answers in more generality and with less work. A discussion 
about the general problem of classifying actions on disks will be given at the end 
of the next section. 
This paper is written requiring a minimum of references, basically only Hirsch’s 
Lemma and Section 4 of [18]; and all details are carried out. So all tools required 
were available for a considerable time. I want to thank the referee and Reinhard 
Schultz. Their suggestions led to improvements, made the paper more self contained, 
and let to including many details. 
2. Results 
We rephrase Ql to fit it into our approach. Suppose M is a G space such that 
G,flforallx~M. 
Ql’: When does G act smoothly on a disk D of dimension n such that M CD, 
the action on D extends the action on M, and the action on D -M is free. 
A positive answer to Ql’ will imply that every component of MH (H a nontrivial 
subgroup of G) is a smooth manifold and as such it has a dimension. So we suppose 
that M is a stratified space, and that the strata have well defined dimensions. The 
maximum of these dimensions is denoted by d(M). 
Suppose M is again a finite G CW complex, and fi,(M< Z,) = 0 for all p groups 
P, p is a prime. Construct a finite G CW complex V containing M such that G 
acts freely on V -kf, and ti.J V) is torsion free and in only one dimension, say m. 
By [ 121 H,,, ( V) is projective and we set o (A4) = (-l)“[& ( V)], [ ] denote the class 
in &(Z[G]). V is constructed by freely attaching cells to kill off low dimensional 
homotopy groups and o(M) is well defined. To see this let V’ be another complex 
as above. We can assume that its nonvanishing homology is in dimension m too. 
Construct W like V but such that it contains Vu V’ and only fi,,,+i( W) is nonzero, 
and projective. As G acts freely on W - V, o(W) = o(V); use the sequence for 
( W, V). Symmetrically o(W) = o (‘V’), hence o ( V) = o( V’). 
A similar invariant for studying more complicated problems has been introduced 
in [9, 10, 11. Those invariants were introduced to study Ql’ in the homotopy 
category but allowing prescribed isotropy groups in D -M. 
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Completion is a functorial procedure which replaces any space, vector bundle, 
or map in the equivariant category by a corresponding element in the non- 
equivariant category. For example a G space M becomes &? = E XG M where E is 
a contractible G space with free G action. Note that BG = % =E/G. The ter- 
minology ‘completion’ is motivated by the fact that (RG)&=&( *) = K(BG). 
Theorem 1. Suppose d(M) c $n and n 26. Then Ql’ has a pOSitiVe answer if and 
only if there exists a smooth connected compact G manifold U of dimension n with 
the following properties : 
(i) the G action on U extends the action on M, G, = 1 for x E U-M, 8l.l is non 
empty, and fi*(MP, 2,) = 0 for all p groups P, p is a @me. 
(ii) o(M) = 0. 
(iii) The stable completed tangent bundle I&J of U is the pullback of a bundle over 
BG. 
Theorem 1’. The conclusion of Theorem 1 also holds if d(M) c$n and in- 
dimensional components of MH are simply connected, H c G. 
The reader finds a sufficient assumption for a positive answer to Ql’ in [l, 0 VI], 
and a necessary and sufficient condition if only semifree actions are considered. 
See [l, 3 VI, 2.5 and 2.61. Following some inspiration from Assadi we can improve 
Theorem 1 to: 
Theorem 1”. The conclusion of Theorem 1 holds if the assumption d(M) < )n is 
replaced by Hi(M) = 0 for i >r where r <min{n -d(M), in}. 
The classification of action on disks uses Theorem 1 and a trick from the 
non-equivariant setting, see e.g. [8, p. 1081. To present this we restate Question 2. 
Q3: Suppose Di and DZ are two G disks. When can D1 be equivariantly inbedded 
intoDzsuchthatG,=lforxEDz-Dr? 
Theorem 2. Suppose DI and DZ are two G disks which satisfy the dimension 
assumptions as they are made for U in theorem 1 or 1’. Then Q3 has an affirmative 
answer if and only if there exist smooth neighborhoods Vi of Df, i = 1, 2, such that 
UI is G diffeomorphic to U2. 
Here D” = {x ED 1 G, # 1) is called the singular set. The imbedding D1 + D2 can 
be chosen to extend a given diffeomorphism VI + Uz. 
To obtain the classification result we make this definition. With the notation as 
in Theorem 2 we say that neighborhoods VI and U2 of M are equivalent if they 
contain smaller neighborhoods Vi and US of M which are diffeomorphic. This 
is an equivalence relation for neighborhoods. 
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With the assumptions as in Theorem 2 we have: 
Theorem 3. G diffeomorphism classes of disks are classified by equivalence classes 
of neighborhoods of the singular set and an element in Wh(G). Each element in 
Wh(G) can be realized. 
In the semifree case the neighborhoods can be chosen to be the normal bundle 
of M in D, in which case the classification is given by the fixed point set, the normal 
bundle, and an element in the Whitehead group. This was the classification used 
in [l, 2, 51. 
Modulo an indeterminancy the diffeomorphism classification of actions on spheres 
can be reduced to the classification of disks. This is standard and also described in 
[5]. It is done as follows. 
If S is a homotopy sphere on which G acts smoothly such that SH is a homotopy 
sphere for all H c G, S is called semilinear. Assume SG is nonempty and connected. 
Then removing a linear disk about x E SG turns S into a semilinear disk. For such 
a semilinear disk we have a generalized Whitehead torsion invariant defined (see 
e.g. [6] or [13], it is denoted by T(S). The family of G oriented diffeomorphism 
classes of n-dimensional semilinear G spheres, where dim SG 3 1, with a fixed 
tangent representation at a fixed point, form an abelian group C, under connected 
sum. Here cx is a G module which is the tangent representation at a fixed point to 
these spheres. Those spheres for which r vanishes form a subgroup C,‘. If A, is 
the set of G diffeomorphism classes of G spheres of dimension n with connected 
nonempty fixed point set and tangent representation (Y, then C,’ acts on A, via 
connected sum. In fact, Si and S2 in A, are in the same orbit if and only if D1 and 
Dz are diffeomorphic. Here Dl is S, without the interior of a linear disk around 
a fixed point. In brief, if Sr, Sz E A,, then S1 = SZ #S for some S E C,’ if and only 
if Si -B =&-e. Here e is the interior of a linear disk around a fixed point. As 
Si -fi is a disk the classification of spheres is reduced. 
The groups C,’ and C, have been subject of several studies. See e.g. [14, 15, 3, 
16,171 et al. These groups and their action on A, are not yet understood in general. 
As we use Wall’s approach to surgery theory the bundle data play a central role. 
Specifically in answering Ql’ it turns out that we can work with bundle data 
(Theorem l(iii)) which necessarily exist and which are powerful enough to approach 
Ql’ in general. This distinguishes the problem for disks from others. The exploitation 
of this fact allows us (in comparison to Assadi’s work) to give a necessary and 
sufficient condition in Theorem 1 and hence classify all actions in a given dimension 
range. So one of the main points of this article is to point out and apply this idea 
of good bundle data. It is also this aspect which we want to restrict our attention 
to, and where our main contribution lies. 
The approach we took above is valid as long as we try to leave M (the anticipated 
singular set of the action on a disk) unchanged. One might try to apply above 
procedure inductively (induction over the partially ordered set of subgroups of G). 
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Let U be as in Theorem 1. Surgery on U H inside of U, H c G would require 
stronger bundle data, namely unstable normal bundle data (compare [4] in particular 
D 4). The only problem is that these are very difficult to use together with completed 
bundle data as in Theorem l(iii). In brief, we don’t know of bundle data which 
necessarily exist and which are sufficient to do surgery also on fixed sets for groups 
If which are nontrivial. 
3. Proofs 
We start out with explaining the connection between our bundle data and surgery. 
Suppose U is a G manifold. Let 6 be a bundle over BG and TG : fi + BG induced 
from U + *. Assume a stable vectorbundle isomorphism b : fU + 7%. We say that 
(&6) or just b is stable completed bundle data for U. (This concept was introduced 
in [ll].) 
Surgery Lemma. Stable completed bundle data are appropriate for equivariant surgery 
in the free part. 
Being appropriate for surgery in the free part means the following. Suppose we 
are given a homotopy class in r*(U), r,(U, &Y) or rri(&Y). Then the bundle data 
allows us to choose a regular homotopy class such that the immersed sphere has 
a trivial normal bundle. So, assuming that there is an imbedding in this regular 
homotopy class, we do surgery on this class (together with its translates under G). 
For the manifold resulting from this surgery it is required that we again have bundle 
data, i.e. in our case stable completed bundle data. 
Proof of the Surgery Lemma. (For a definition of surgery in this context see [M] 
or [4, Definition 4.41.) Suppose we are given G manifold pair (U, aU) with stable 
completed bundle data (6, 6). Consider a class p E ok represented by 6’:s’ + 
817. Extend L’ equivariantly to a map i : G x Sk x D “-k-1 + Xl where G acts trivially 
on Sk xD”-~-‘. Here dim U=n. Set DO=Sk xDnmk-’ and III=D~+~xD”-~-~. 
Let ?rG : U + BG be the map induced by U + *. We find the commutative diagram 
of stable bundle isomorphisms: 
(i*TU)^ 
i*b 
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The bundles in the top row are over E xG G x ED,,, the ones in the bottom row 
are over DO. The vertical maps are obtained from including KI+,-, (G x Do)* which 
is a homotopy equivalence (denote the homotopy inverse by j), and B is obtained 




i*TUI Bp* - i*r*&lDo, x E Im i(U). 
obtained as follows. Choose an isomorphism 0 between the trivial bundles TD 
and E?J X&. By restriction R induces A. Choose the immersion i such that the 
differential di restricted to Do makes the bottom diagram commute. A homotopy 
of i changes the bottom row only by a homotopy, and i exists by Hirsch’s Lemma 
[18, p. lo]; first find i ID,,, then i = G xi ID,,. Assume that this regular homotopy 
class of immersions can be represented by an imbedding; this will always be possible 
in our applications. We attach D along Do and set U’ = U vi G x D. As Do+ 
(G xfLbJA was a homotopy equivalence and B was obtained by restricting ;**6 we 
have that j*B and f*b are homotopic bundle isomorphisms. After a homotopy of 
b we can assume that f**b = j*B. As T(V) = TU udi G X TD, the bundle isomorph- 
ism B extends to an isomorphism 
+G : (U’)^+ BG is induced by U’ +* and extends To, and 0 extends B. As 
?*6 = j*B, 6: (TUtIGxD)*+ ji&IcGxD)- extends L**b and (5, b u;*b 4) provides 
us with new bundle data. So we extended the bundle data over U’ which proves 
the lemma-in case we do surgery on a class p E rk (X7). The case CL E rk(U, NY) 
is trivial as bundle data are obtained by restriction. But the imbedding still has to 
be chosen in accordance with Hirsch’s Lemma. If P E mTTk (U) the argument is similar 
to the above one, but we attach a handle to U x1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Necessity. For part (i) we can choose U = D. The homological 
assumptions on M follow from Smith theory. We proved that o(M) = o (0) = 0. 
Condition (iii) is an immediate consequence of the fibration D +6 + BG, it gives 
rise to an exact sequence in K-theory. 
Let us make a few remarks before we show sufficiently in Theorem 1. Let the 
notation be as in this theorem. Let p E r&U) be a class we want to kill by surgery. 
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To do so we attach a handle together with its translates under G to I~U along CL. 
As in the Surgery Lemma we do this by using the bundle data to choose a good 
regular homotopy class of imbeddings; the bundle data will then extend over the 
resulting mantfold. Let p E ii* (U, au). To kill such a class by surgery means to 
delete a handle from U, so we also delete its translates. 
We shall prove: 
Lemma 4. The disk D required to show sufficiently in Theorem 1 can be constructed 
by attaching and subtracting handles to U along au in the free part. 
Proof (and proof of sufficiency in Theorem 1). In the following steps we do surgery 
below the middle dimension, so the spheres we want to kill can be represented by 
imbedded spheres in the correct regular homotopy class, such that they do not 
meet their translates under the action of G (use a general position argument). First 
of all kill nc(aU), rri(U, au), rl(aU). Now we can replace homotopy groups by 
homology groups. Continue killing H,(aU) and H*(U, au) as far as it is possible 
by surgery below the middle dimension. 
Now we have to distinguish two cases. 
(a) Suppose dim U = 2m. By now we reduced the long exact homology sequence 
to 
We do additional surgery steps to make d a surjection. This is done by representing 
classes of H,,,_l(U) in H,,,_l(aU) and applying surgery to them. This means that 
also the two extreme terms in the above sequence vanish. By [12, 6.11 H,(U) is 
a projective h[G] module, hence stably free by assumption (ii) in Theorem 1. After 
some additional surgeries on trivial classes in H,,,_l(aU) we can assume that H,,,(U) 
is free. By Poincare Duality and the universal coefficient theorem H,,,(U) SE 
H,,,( U, au). Again H,,, (U, au) = ?r,,, (U, au) so a basis can be represented by classes 
pi : (D”, S’“-‘)+ (U, au). By Wall’s argument [18, p. 39-411 these classes (together 
with their translates under G) can be used for surgery and that makes the above 
sequence collapse. 
(b) Suppose dim U = 2m + 1. By surgery below the middle dimension the 
sequence collapsed to 
Wall proposes two ways to kill these homology groups. The one he carries out 
in detail first attaches handles to aU (surgeries on classes in T,(~U)) to obtain U’ 
and after that he kills H,,, (U’). We want to avoid doing surgery on classes in H*(U). 
As explained in [18, p. 411 the terms in the above sequence can be killed by surgery 
on classes in H,,,+l(U, au) but the argument requires that (U, au) is 2-connected. 
This is an assumption which is satisfied after we did surgery below the middle 
dimension. 
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We should remind the reader that we use Wall’s proof without his references to 
preferred basis; this is only a simplification of the argument there and produces a 
disk for us. His arguments that homotopy classes in the middle dimension can be 
killed need one trivial modification; namely the first step is to represent classes by 
immersion which miss M, and this is possible by our dimension assumption. 
Proof of Theorem 1’. There is only one additional case we have to discuss, namely 
if dim U = 2m and there exists an m-dimensional component for MH for some 
H c G. To carry out the above proof we have to assure that a homotopy class 
which we want to kill by surgery (only those in rr,(U, &V) matter) misses UH. Let 
p : (D”, Smel) + (U, dU) represent this class. Wall explains how a piping argument 
can be used to eliminate intersections of p (D “) and N, where N is a l-connected 
submanifold of U which intersects XJ, see [18, p. 391 and the references there. In 
the application there N = F’(D”‘) where CL’ is another class in rr,(U, au). So the 
proof of Theorem 1 can also be applied in this case. 
Proof of Theorem 1”. The proof uses a trick I learnt from Assadi. In the surgery 
procedure we start out with a U which is G homotopy equivalent to M. This can 
be done by picking a smooth regular neighborhood UO of M in M in U. So UO 
also satisfies the assumptions in our theorem. By surgery in dimensions smaller 
than r (r as in the theorem) we produce U1 the surgery result from UO. For this 
U1 we have a single homology group H,(Ud which we have to kill. So we have a 
sequence 
o+~,-,(u~, aul)+Hn-,-l (au,)+0 - . . o-,mml)+~r(U1)+O 
(if r <f(n -l), otherwise we apply Theorem 1). So H,(U1) is killed by surgery on 
classes H,(aud. 
In the next proof we will apply this lemma: 
Lemma 5. Suppose D is a smooth disk and Uis a G submanifold of D of codimension 
zero. Suppose (5, 6) is completed bundle data for U. Then this bundle data is obtained 
by restriction from completed bundle data (&6) for D. 
Remark. Note that the bundle 6 over BG is the same for both sets of bundle data. 
In fact, up to isomorphism, there is exactly one bundle which pulls back to ?D, 
and there is exactly one bundle which pulls back to ??I. 
Proof. By assumption we have the stable isomorphism b : 7j*&+ %CJ where 
IT~:U+*. Extend 7iE[ and b to & and 6:&, +It?D overti. Let &:6+BG be 
the homotopy equivalence induced by TD : D + * and p an inverse. Set f = p *[o so 
p*(L):):+p*(L!D). Apply 7;& then we find 
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The top row defines bundle data (5, - 7;&*(6)) for D, whilst the center row restricted 
to fi gives the bundle data (5, b) in the bottom row. Finally note that f and 5‘ 
define the same class in K(BG) = &( *) = (RG)*. The completed representation 
ring satisfies induction with respect to the Sylow subgroups of G. Hence the bundles 
are determined by the completed representations (Resp TYU)A, where P ranges 
over the Sylow subgroups and y E Up. They do not depend on y, Dp is connected, 
and they are the same for the spaces U and D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We want to show that every disk which satisfies the assump- 
tions in the theorem can be constructed in an easy way; namely by starting out 
with a neighborhood U of the singular set A4 and then adding and subtracting 
handles. These handles are in at most half the dimension of the disk and a small 
neighborhood U chosen as regular neighborhood of 17’ stays unchanged. Secondly 
we build up such a disk D1 within an arbitrary disk Dz to prove the theorem. 
Let D be some disk, and U a neighborhood of the singular set. Pick bundle data 
(5, J) for D, and let (5, b) be bundle data for U obtained by restricting those for 
D to U. By a sequence of handle attachings and subtractions U can be made into 
a disk D1 (Lemma 4). The claim is that this can be done inside of D. Let us show 
this. 
Suppose the handle operations give us a sequence of spaces U = UO, . . . , Uk = DI. 
Let Uj+l be obtained from Uj by subtracting a handle. So we have to imbed a 
handle (together with its translates under the G action) (G XDk xDnek, 
G x Sk-’ XDnmk) + (Uj, iJUj) which we remove. Hirsch’s Lemma (the relative 
version) gives us some information about the appropriate relative homotopy class 
which we have to choose such that the boundary of Uj+l will be again a smooth 
manifold with bundle data. The choice is just such that we could glue the handle 
back in and obtain the bundle data back we had to begin with. That implies that 
Uj+r c Uj and the bundle data for Uj+l are obtained by restriction from (5, F). NOW 
suppose Uj+l is obtained from Uj by attaching a handle along a class y E nk(aUj)a 
By duality w gives us a class C; E ‘Irk+.l(D - fij, aUj>. We assume that we killed already 
the lower dimensional homotopy groups, so the Hurewicz homomorphism can be 
used to compare homology and homotopy. So to attach a handle to Uj we subtract 
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it from D - fij. For D - fij, called also 0, we have completed bundle data ((,6) 
obtained by restricting (5, g), the data for D. Use k to do surgery on G with bundle 
data (5, d), and call the result 01. Then Uj+r = D -int(fir), and these spaces have 
the same bundle data. This can be arranged using the relative version of Hirsch’s 
Lemma. Namely we choose first the immersion for $ = p E rk (aCJ), and over aUj 
the bundle data (&6) and ([,g) agree. Relative to this choice we choose the 
imbedding representing @ to do the handle subtraction. Note that we had no 
problems applying arguments to cancel intersection points for an immersion rep- 
resenting fi as we never attach handles in the middle dimension to aUj, so dim c 
is in at most half the dimension. 
Until now we constructed some disk D1 in D. Obviously D -til is an h-cobordism 
(which is a product on the singular set). So (D, Dl) defines an element T in Wh(G), 
see [6, 131. By attaching handles in two consecutive dimension T can be killed, and 
attaching these handles can be done by surgery just like in the first part of the 
proof. Then ~(0, Dl) = 0 and it follows from the equivariant s-cobordism theorem 
[6,13] that D and D1 are diffeomorphic. 
We did use the following slightly in precise notation. D -8, (or D - fij) should 
mean that we remove from D all points in the interior of Dr and furthermore we 
remove these points of aDl which are in the interior of aD1 n aD. 
The fact that U can be chosen such that it is not changed in constructing D is 
obvious. We pick U as regular neighborhood of D” = U’, the singular set. A 
diffeomorphic smaller copy of U can then be chosen such that every surgery step 
misses it as it misses Us. 
Now we can say that each disk D comes with a precise instruction how it is built 
up from (V, &6) by attaching and subtracting handles, each in at most half the 
dimension of D. Finally we have to see that we can construct D also in another 
disk D’, where D and D’ have the same U as neighborhood of the singular set. 
By choosing a smaller neighborhood we can assume that it is a regular neighborhood, 
so it stays unchanged in our surgery steps. 
By Lemma 5 we assume bundle data (&6) for D and ([,6’) for D’. The bundles 
over BG for these bundle data are the same by the remark after that lemma. Now 
it is obvious that each step used to construct D can be carried out inside of D’. 
The procedure is just as above where we built up some disk DI in D; the only 
assumption which was used extensively is that the bundle data for U are obtained 
by restriction from the bundle data of D (now in this application those of D’). This 
proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose D1 and Dz are two disks as assumed in the theorem 
which have equivalent neighborhoods of their respective singular sets. Then DI 
can be imbedded in Dz such that Dz- 8, is an h-cobordism which is a product on 
the singular set. So (D2, Dt) defines an element in Wh(G) which vanishes if and 
only if D2 and D1 are diffeomorphic. By attaching an h-cobordism along the 
boundary of any disk we can realize each element in Wh(G). 
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